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3. Service Pattern Development 

3.1. Introduction 

The business case timetable development builds on the previous Midland Main Line timetabling work 
undertaken by Atkins in 2014. This commission has concentrated on timetabling 6 long distance paths per 
hour, 2 freight paths per hour and integrating these with the GTR’s proposed 2018 timetable south of Bedford. 
Two principal scenarios were considered: the 2023 ‘central case’ (with full electrification) and the 2019 case 
(with electrification between St Pancras and Corby only). For each case, a standard AM peak, PM peak and 
off-peak hour was produced. 

A table of assumptions together with any non-compliances which could not be resolved within the timescale of 
this project have been included in Appendix A. Working timetables and St Pancras platform working have 
been recorded in a separate Technical Note1. The timetables developed by Atkins were checked by Network 
Rail Capability & Capacity Analysis and shared with the relevant train operators. Network Rail responded on 
the 2nd August 2016 stating the timetables were suitable for the purpose of business case analysis, subject to 
the recorded non-compliances being resolved during future stages. 

In addition to the 2019 and 2023 scenarios, the business case involved a number of sensitivity tests and a 
baseline timetable whereby the existing Midland Main Line service specification would be integrated into the 
proposed GTR timetable. In each case, sufficient timetabling work was undertaken to determine the likely 
impact on journey times and inform the business case, but did not extend to producing a compliant timetable 
for each test. 

The timetable development process and outputs is outlined below. Further details can be found in Appendices 
A. 

3.2. Timetable Development Process 

The timetable development process focused on the design of a single “core specification”, enabling the 
different rolling stock options and subsequent sensitivity tests to be conducted on a like-for-like basis. The 
core timetable was developed initially using timings for Class 222 (diesel) rolling stock to current train planning 
rules and principles, with journey times subsequently adjusted to reflect different types of rolling stock. The 
service specification for the timetable development was provided by the Department and builds upon the 
specification from the original business case in 2014. The figure below presents the notional standard off-peak 
service pattern for the Baseline and the Central Case timetable. 
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3.2.1.3. Rolling stock 

The assumptions for rolling stock with regards to timetabling are listed below, to reflect the performance of 
each rolling stock category and how this affects the timetable development: 

• Existing Class 222 SRTs were used as a basis for all new trains, adjusted where appropriate. RailSys 
analysis undertaken for the previous timetabling work showed that the performance of 125mph EMU stock 
is very similar to Class 222s; therefore, only very minor adjustments were made to Class 222 SRTs, 
amounting to no more than a 1 minute saving between London and Nottingham / Sheffield in each 
direction. 

• RailSys analysis was also undertaken during the previous phase using 110mph EMUs (with maximum 
speed increased to 110mph) to generate SRTs for the proposed Corby EMUs. Again, their performance 
was similar to that of a Class 222, being only 1 minute slower in the Down direction and no different in the 
Up direction. 

• It was assumed that Class 222 planning rules for dwell times and turnarounds were applicable to 125mph 
EMU stock owing to them both being end loaded via single leaf doors. For Corby EMUs, EMU planning 
rules were used south of Bedford and DMU planning rules were used north of Bedford. Generally, dwell 
times for the proposed 125mph EMUs were ½ a minute longer than for the proposed 110mph EMUs.  

• Although there are no set planning rules necessitating differentials to be applied between the Working and 
Public timetables, it appears these do exist between arrival times in today’s timetable and Atkins sought 
replicate these. They are not always applied consistently; however, Atkins judged the following values to 
be a reasonable and fair reflection of the situation today. St Pancras International: 1 minute (increasing to 
2 minutes at peak times), Nottingham: 2 minutes and Sheffield: 1 minute. 

3.2.1.4. Depots and empty coaching stock (ECS) moves 

Additionally, assumptions around depot use and Empty Coaching Stock moves for timetable development are 
listed below: 

• It was assumed that 125mph EMU stock would be based at a new deport in the Derby area3 and the 
suburban EMUs would be based at Kettering. In the 2019 case, it was assumed that HSTs would continue 
to be based at Neville Hill. Cricklewood depot would also be used for stabling. 

• As the supplied GTR timetable does not include a specific counter-peak direction timetable, Atkins were 
not able to timetable ECS moves into and out of Cricklewood depot in the peak and shoulder peak 
periods. However, it was agreed with GTR at a workshop held on 20th July 2016 that it would be 
reasonable to assume up to 2 ECS paths per hour between St Pancras and Cricklewood.  

• This restriction on the number of ECS moves prevents every train being split down at St Pancras between 
the peaks. In cases where 125mph EMU sets are split down at St Pancras (i.e. in all but the ‘fixed 
formation’ sensitivity), there will be insufficient capacity to split down 110mph EMUs at St Pancras at the 
same time. Therefore, 110mph EMU stock will have to be split down at Kettering instead. The additional 
time necessary to undertake this split at Kettering was not included in the timetable (as the affected 
services were not identified until loadings were calculated, after the timetable was complete), but will add 
a journey time penalty of up to 2 minutes between Kettering and Corby. As this only applies to a small 
number of counter-peak services, it has been assumed to have negligible impact on the economic 
benefits calculated in this study. 

3.2.1.5. Freight 

Finally, freight services have been considered in the timetable development process to account for the 
interaction between the passenger and freight service paths.  The assumption with regards to freight services 
are listed below: 

• At off-peak times, all the specified freight paths were accommodated. However, while being compliant 
with the rules (where determined), there were a number of locations where timings were tight. Some 

                                                      
3 The capital costs of a Derby Deport are not included in the appraisal work below. An estimated capital 
expenditure estimated at  is not considered to be material to the overall business case. 










